
angelbaby
echoczar modulation device instruction diagram

note: the angelbaby does not  
have a power jack or use batteries   
the angelbaby is powered by the  
echoczar through the connecting  
1/4” TRS (stereo) cable 
 

ACTUAL SIZE

4 1/4” deep 
3 1/4” wide 
2” tall
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DEPTH

DELAY 2 DELAY 3DUET
SOLO
TRIO

DEPTH
controls the amount of modulation 
(wow and flutter) that is present in the repeats
the echoczar’s dry signal is not affected,  
only the repeats

MODULATION OUTPUT JACK
connect only to echoczar’s Delay 2  
(Yellow) channel Delay Time Expression Jack  
use 1/4” TRS (stereo) cable

FOOT SWITCH
selects between Delay 2 (Yellow) channel 
and the angelbaby modulation mode Delay 3 
(Red) channel

VOICE

RATE

100 ms 1 sec 100 ms 1 sec

On (Red LED)
flashes in time to the rate setting when 

Delay 3 is selected by foot switch

DELAY 3  (Red LED On)
sets the Delay Time of the 

angelbaby modulation mode   

RATE
adjusts the speed of the sweep 

from one complete sweep 
every three seconds to  
15 sweeps per second 

(0.3 hz to 15 hz)

DELAY 2  (Red LED Off)
sets the Delay Time of the echoczar’s Delay 2 (Yellow) channel 
note: when the angelbaby is connected, the echoczar’s Delay 2  
(Yellow) channel Delay Time knob is completely bypassed 

MODE SWITCH
choose between 3 chorus voices: 
SOLO  (single voice)  traditional sound, use with short delay times 
DUET  (two voice)  provides more pitch variation, use with fast rates 
TRIO  (three voice)  provides an ensemble sound, use with medium rates

EXPRESSION PEDAL  
INPUT JACK

controls Delay 2 (Yellow) channel 
Delay Time via Expression pedal 

when the angelbaby is  
 foot switched to the  

Delay 2 mode (Red LED Off)  
use 1/4” TRS (stereo) cable

DELAY 2
yellow channel

DELAY 3
red channel

(w/ modulation)


